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It has been a long 

 day; you are walking

home with some

friends and, in the

way, you pass by a

huge house that seems

ancient... 



HELP! HELP!

When passing close to it,

you all hear someone

shouting from the inside

of the house: "Help,

help!". At first you

think entering might be

dangerous, but your

sympathy makes you go in

to try to help whoever is

in danger ... 



As soon as you

enter the house the

door closes with a

noisy "BANG!". You

and your friends

realize it was a

trap and now you

are locked inside

of that haunted

house ...



SCAPE  ROOM INSTRUCTIONS

1.The house has 8 rooms you will have to
scape from. 

2. Each room is secured by a lock. To unlock
them you will have to solve one clue. 
 
3.Each clue will give you one letter (vowel or
consonant). 

4. Join the 8 letters at the end to guess the
key word that will let you out of the hunted
house 

1 clue 
= 

1 letter



ROOM 1. 

Living room 



ROOM 1. Living room        CLUE NUMBER 1 

International introductions
PHYSICAL
DESCRIPTIONS 
 
Match the given compounds  
to each one of the personal
descriptions they belong to,
taken from E-Twinning
project's introduction
section. (there is an extra
compound)

The FOURTH letter in the
unpaired compound is the
clue  for the first letter of the
final key word.

Mythology lover 

Learning-oriented

Strong-willed 

Big-headed

High-spirited

Fun-seeker

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

5'

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)



ROOM 2.

 Kitchen  



ROOM 2. KITCHEN      CLUE NUMBER 2 

SCRAMBLED WORDS

Unscramble these
compound adjectives and
point to the one that is
unrelated to physical
descriptions of people. 

The second  Clue is found on
the THIRD letter of the
intrusive word.

thosr - dearih 

dildem - gaed 

odgo - ookgnil

lod - nedafisoh 

thorn - twse

5'



ROOM 3. 

Stairs  



ROOM 3. STAIRS      CLUE NUMBER 3 

MATCHING MEANINGS:
 
Match the adjectives with their
meaning. 

The third clue can be found in
the SEVENTH letter of the
word matching with answer G.  

5'



ROOM 4. 

Bedroom 1  



ROOM 4. BEDROOM 1      CLUE NUMBER 4 

FIND THE MISSING
WORDS
 
Fill the gaps with the
correspondent words. 
Classify them in the chart
bellow.

The 4th clue is found on the
FOURTH letter of the word
found in the column of the
very right.

blue - _ _ _ _ boy 

hard - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ man 

last - _ _ _ _ _ _  arrangements 

four - _ _ _ _ _ _  table 

two - _ _ _ _ _   walk 

5'



ROOM 5. 

Bedroom 2  



ROOM 5. BEDROOM 2      CLUE NUMBER 5 

Heroines from the past: 

Listen to this extract twice
about women in history. Write a
mediation of about 100 words
long explaining the main ideas of
the speaker in your own words.
You should include at least TWO
compound adjectives (i.e. old-
fashioned, narrow-minded,
thought-provoking, etc.)    

The fifth clue will be shared
after students read their
mediations. 

10'



ROOM 6. 

Bathroom  



ROOM 6. BATHROOM      CLUE NUMBER 6 

LISTENING- JOHN
LENNON'S
COMPOUNDS
Listen to Lennon's son:
Gimme Some Truth.
Tick the compounds
you hear in the song. 
How many compound
adjectives are
mentioned? The letter is
the answer. 
A)6   O)5    I)3   E)7

10'



ROOM 7. 

Library  



ROOM 7. LIBRARY      CLUE NUMBER 7 

L) The effects of  government policy
on food output
M) The effects of government policy
in rich countries 
T) The probable effects of new
international subside agreement 
R) Governments and the
environment's management     

Which heading is the most
accurate for this

paragraph?

 

The role of governments in environmental
control is difficult but deeply-rooted.
Sometimes, states try to manage the
resources on its own, and this leads to a
bad-end situation . Often, however,
governments act in an even more harmful
way. They actually subsidise the
exploitation and consumption of natural
resources. A whole range of policies, from
farm-price support to protection for coal-
mining, cause high-risk environmental
damage and (often) are economically
senseless.

5'



ROOM 8. 

Main entrance  



ROOM 8. MAIN ENTRANCE      CLUE NUMBER 8 

Describe a classmate using
compound adjectives. Can the
rest guess who she/he is?

Now, discuss with a partner
and describe yourself. 

             Time to speak!

1.

1.

brown-eyed

short-haired

hard-working

time-saving

well/bad-tempered

easy-going
well-behaved

laid-back

5'
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H O M E W A R D


